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Efficient beverage warehouse designs
key to handling SKU proliferation

New facility designs offer opportunity to accommodate future growth

A

trip to the local retail store can
be an enlightening experience.

might be more crucial than ever.
Chet Willey, owner of Arlington,

SKUs a year. “Everybody is adding
new brands and packages, so that’s

Because of the considerable amount Texas-based Chet Willey Associates

why [HDA] is so good with new

of SKU proliferation, a retail shelf

and a design partner with HDA

facilities and adding onto current

might look quite different from one

Architects, St. Louis, notes that

facilities, because of the additional

month to the next. Taking this into

the typical beverage distributor is

SKUs that everybody’s adding

account, an efficient warehouse

adding an average of 100 different

throughout the U.S.,” Willey says.
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Designing for efficiency
Whether because of the increasing

when taking a holistic look at inputs.” Willey says.
Among the ways plant managers

One of the more popular picking

number of SKUs or consolidation

can do this is by capitalizing

operations among beverage

efforts, beverage plants want

on the space that they already

distributors is voice picking, Willey

to ensure these factors are not

have. For example, nested

notes. When combined with a

hindering their operations. To ensure

operations can optimize space,

more efficient picking layout, voice

the facility is operating at its full

and multifunctional equipment can

picking can help wholesalers see

potential, plant managers have a

be used to accommodate multiple

productivity increases of 20-50

number of things they must consider. unit operations without the need for
“It is important to evaluate the
impact of SKUs, volumes, product

percent, Willey says.

accumulation buffers, Snyder adds.

Woodard & Curran’s Snyder also

Another way facilities can better

notes the importance of engineers

flow and frequency in evaluating the

utilize space is through racking

and operators evaluating layouts

impact of products on warehouse

systems or designated pick areas.

to optimize flow. “It is important to

efficiency,” says Lloyd Snyder, senior “Streamlining the pick area layout

reduce manning labor and reduce

vice president of Portland, Maine-

will improve your efficiency, and

costs by allowing each operator to

based Woodard & Curran. “Systems

usually that’s done in conjunction

control multiple unit operations and

to optimize picking efficiency and

with going to a more efficient way

provide the ability to replenish raw

product layout can be developed

of picking,” Chet Willey Associates’

materials efficiently,” he says.
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For example, Stamford, Conn.-

warehouse, current sales data and

and 10-year projections.

based Nestlé Waters North America

volume can be crucial for calculating

has designed a system in which it

your current needs as well as your

aligns palletizer and stretch wrapper

needs for the future. “When you build consulting plant operators and

equipment to allow a single forklift

a warehouse expansion or a new

managers when developing new

operator to handle multiple units

warehouse, you have to base the

facilities. “When designing a

while providing synergy to other

calculations of the size of the facility

‘greenfield’ facility, it is important that

drivers, Snyder explains.

on several things,” Willey says.

the correct design be evaluated by

“One, of course, is you [reference]

experienced operations personnel,”

“Greenfield” solutions

the peak volume months, because

he says. “This team will be the

To overcome limitations associated

you have to build a warehouse on

people to operate the equipment.

with an existing facility, Chet Willey

your peak.”

The defining characteristics of this

Associates’ Willey says the ideal

When calculating optimum facility

Woodard & Curran’s Snyder
emphasizes the importance of

team will drive design considerations

solution when looking for optimum

sizes, Willey and HDA will take the

and allow synergies to be

efficiency is going with a new layout

actual sales data and calculate

established at startup for the long

or “greenfield” site.

what will be necessary for the peak

term.” BI

When developing a new
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LEED Certification aims for energy efficiency, cost savings
Facility planners address important steps
to take when considering LEED status

T

he beverage industry alone
consumed 76 trillion British

thermal units (BTUs) of energy
in 2010, according to the most
recent data from the U.S. Energy
Information Administration. This
includes nearly 7.5 billion kilowatts
of electricity, 33 billion cubic feet
of natural gas, and 5 trillion BTUs
of other energy sources but does
not take into account the energy
consumed by related industries

among others, it reports.
Although production cannot

commercial and manufacturing
facilities, neighborhoods and

including the paper, plastic, glass,

commence without some form of

even individual homes to use their

aluminum, printing, electronics and

energy, the U.S. Green Building

energy resources more efficiently.

transportation equipment industries,

Council (USGBC) challenges

These energy-efficiency efforts
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are recognized by the USGBC

like use of pesticides and “green

could qualify for tax rebates and

through its Leadership in Energy

cleaning” equipment and materials,

zoning allowances, and they

and Environmental Design (LEED)

among other facets of building

typically retain higher property

certification.

operation, to evaluate a building’s

values, it adds.

“LEED certification can provide

ecological efficiency. Based on

When considering applying for

a great opportunity to evaluate

total points, a building can achieve

LEED certification, building owners

and design a facility to be energy

Certified, Silver, Gold or Platinum

should evaluate their businesses to

efficient, water optimized and

levels of certification.

determine which aspects of LEED

healthy for your employees,”

In addition to energy savings,

make sense for their business

says Lloyd Snyder, senior vice

LEED-certified buildings often realize model, advises Jack Holleran,

president of Woodard & Curran,

cost savings as a result of their

president of HDA Architects, St.

Portland, Maine. This global

improvements, according to the

Louis. When counseling a company

benchmark of achievement in green

USGBC. Because LEED-certified

through the LEED certification

building uses a points system that

buildings require less energy, they

process, HDA Architects goes

assesses energy consumption,

cost less to operate, realizing as

through a LEED checklist that

indoor air quality, use of local

much as 40 percent savings on their

considers architecture, electrical

building materials, location and

energy and water bills, it says. In

and mechanical systems, operating

transportation, and even factors

addition, LEED-certified buildings

costs and energy consumption in
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determining improvements that

consumption can save $100,000 or

reuse wastewater when your city water

fit return on investment (ROI) and

more in annual operating expenses,

costs are very high or wastewater

sustainability models, he says.

and most buildings that upgrade to

disposal costs are high, this might

“Some of those things [on the list]

energy-efficient systems see an ROI

improve your production ROI.”

are more chasing points, but our

in three to five years.

Paladino’s Pease adds that

[clients] are more interested in ROI,

Another important factor to

so they’d be looking at mechanical

consider is co-generation and

efficiency early in the LEED design

systems [and] things that are going

reusing waste products, which can

process. “When worked into the

to save them money and not just

improve operational efficiency and

design process early, energy and

gain points.”

drive down operating expenses,

water balance studies help process

Holleran says that the most

it’s important to consider water

says Brad Pease, director of building equipment engineers think outside

important green factors for the

science practice at Paladino and

the box and connect waste heat

beverage industry to focus on are

Co., Seattle.

and [waste]water from one process

mechanical systems and HVAC

For beverage companies, it’s

to another that can use it,” he says.

requirements, electrical systems

practical to turn this co-generation

“The resulting efficiency can earn

and architecture, in that order. He

focus on water efficiency, Woodard

LEED points, but it also provides

estimates that improvements to

& Curran’s Snyder points out. “For

quick payback, as utility operating

mechanical systems and energy

example, if you can find technology to

expenses can be massive.” BI
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